Abstract-Mobile sensor networks (MSNs) are useful in monitoring outdoor environments. Semi-flocking algorithms have been proven to be efficient in controlling MSNs in area sensing and target tracking applications. Even though outdoor environments may consist of irregular regions with different traverse costs, existing semi-flocking algorithms assume an area of interest (AoI) to be regular and with uniform costs. Such an assumption limits target tracking capabilities of a MSN. In this work, we model operating terrains using a mobility map that incorporates the speed limits of different sub-regions. To gather the required number of mobile sensor nodes for target tracking, an A* heuristic search algorithm is used to find time-efficient paths connecting nodes to targets. Nodes can acquire navigation information using the A*-based path planning module and then traverse along the timeefficient paths until they reach the targets. Simulation results verify the effectiveness of the proposed method over an existing semi-flocking algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nature-inspired control algorithms have been utilized for controlling mobile sensor networks (MSNs) to achieve largescale suvaillance [1] - [4] . By integrating the rules in flocking [5] and anti-flocking [1] algorithms, a semi-flocking algorithm was proposed in [6] for tracking multiple targets within a given area of interest (AoI). The concept of semi-flocking is to form small flocks of mobile sensor nodes around each target while leaving the remaining nodes to continuously search the AoI for other targets. In [6] , when a node detects a target, other nearby nodes will be informed and attracted along the lineof-sight path toward the target. Such a design performs well in ideal scenarios where an AoI consists of regular regions with uniform costs. However, in many real-world applications, such as monitoring wild-life or forest fire, terrains are mostly rugged and uneven. Therefore, existing semi-flocking control performs poorly in such real-world environment as mobile sensor nodes are unable to find the most appropriate paths to reach a target without considering terrain constraints.
Optimal path planning in outdoor environment is quite challenging due to limitations of mobile platforms and physical constraints imposed by irregular terrains [7] - [9] . As a solution, a mobility map based on Voronoi diagrams was used in [10] to represent a irregular terrain that consists of many areal terrain patches with different maximum allowed speeds. Based on this mobility map, nodes can plan routes that satisfy with one or more objectives. A* heuristic search algorithms [11] - [13] can be used to effectively find optimal paths on a mobility map. In this paper, an A* heuristic search algorithm [11] is adopted to find time-efficient paths among anchor points of the terrain patches on the mobility maps, which are indeed the initial sites in the corresponding Voronoi diagram.
Even though some existing works have tried to apply path planning in sensor networks [14] - [17] , none of them have tried to improve the performances of semi-flocking-controlled MSNs. Bayazit et al. [18] presented a roadmap-based flocking algorithm for outdoor environment. While planning, nodes can only navigate in the predefined road network. Khodayari et al. in [4] proposed a gravitational search algorithm in flocking control for tracking multiple targets. Their method mainly focused on finding flocking parameters to ensure that nodes can reach to the targets within an appropriate time.
The focus of this work is on developing a path planning enabled semi-flocking algorithm to increase target tracking capabilities of MSNs on irregular terrains. Mobility maps are used to model irregular AoIs with many areal terrain patches. The path planning module enables semi-flockingcontrolled nodes to find time-efficient paths to targets on irregular terrains using A* search algorithm. In order to reduce the storage required for storing the planned paths, only the key intersection points across boundaries of adjacent patches on the mobility map are recorded in an off-line routing table. The proposed semi-flocking algorithm with path planning module provides better applicability to MSNs in monitoring real-world environment.
The rest of the paper are organized as follows. Section II reviews the concept of mobility maps, A* search algorithm, and the preliminaries of semi-flocking control. In Section III, the proposed path planning enabled semi-flocking algorithm is presented and elaborated. Simulation results are provided and discussed in Section IV. Finally, conclusions are given in Section V.
II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Mobility Maps and A* Search Algorithm
In real-world scenarios, nodes may not be able to navigate at constant speed in different regions of an AoI. There are maximum allowed or achievable speed values among points on a given terrain. The maximum speed of a node in a specific region is related to several factors, such as terrain roughness, obstacles, and terrain slope. The speed limit of each region can therefore be estimated based on these factors. The speed limits for a node in an AoI can be represented as a mobility map. Fig. 1 illustrates such a mobility map which consists of 60 terrain patches with 10 different speed limits.
The mobility map is then transformed into a graph G = {V, E} which is used in the path planning process. Here, V is a set of nodes that represents the anchor points of patches in a mobility map. The set of connections among anchor points in adjacent patches is denoted by E. Each connection (n, n ) ∈ E is associated with a time cost c t (n, n ) [10] , which can be obtained as
Here, d(n, n ) and v avg are the Euclidean distance and average maximum allowed speed between n and n , respectively. Based on the mobility maps, an A* heuristic search algorithm [19] is used to find a time-efficient path from a source node s to a target node t within the AoI. A* search algorithm constructs a search tree of path segments, and the leaves are recorded on an OPEN list. It chooses the next node to be expanded from OPEN list [10] such that
is minimized, where g t (n) is the time cost of a path from s to a given node n and h t (n) is a heuristic function that estimates the time cost of a path from n to t. Here, we adopt the heuristic function that we have recently proposed in [10] , which is expressed as
Here, v max is the globally maximum speed in the mobility map of the AoI. The behaviors of heuristic search processes were extensively reviewed in [13] , [20] , [21] .
B. Semi-Flocking Control
Consider a system which comprises N mobile sensor nodes moving in a given AoI. Let q i and p i denote the position and velocity of node i, respectively. Furthermore, u i is the input control of node i. The motion of node i is controlled independently by
A bump function [6] that smoothly varies between 0 and 1 is given as
Here, h is a constant. Based on ρ h (z), an action function [5] is defined as
In (1), r α = r c σ and
is an uneven sigmoidal function with parameters a, b, and c that satisfy
Finally, an element of spatial adjacency matrix [5] is defined as
The use of spatial adjacency matrices leads to a proximity net with position-dependent binary adjacency elements.
III. PROPOSED SEMI-FLOCKING ALGORITHM WITH PATH PLANNING
The improved semi-flocking algorithm with path planning is introduced in this section. Its overview is shown in Fig. 2 . In the flow chart, n k denotes the number of tracking nodes for target k and n max is the maximum allowed number of tracking nodes for each target. Furthermore, d ik represents the distance between the node i and target k. As shown in Fig. 2 , three operating modes of nodes are introduced, namely searching, approaching, and tracking mode.
A. Nodes in Searching Mode
Initially, nodes do not have prior knowledge of targets so they need to search the AoI for targets. All nodes therefore start in searching mode. In searching mode, the behaviours of nodes are controlled by anti-flocking rules (decentering, collision avoidance, and selfishness).
Anti-flocking drives nodes to maximize global searching coverage and minimize overlapping [1] . Each node i is steered t = 0, initialize qi pi qs and nk.
Sense AoI and search for targets.
nk<nmax?
Determine qs. toward the area which has the longest duration since its was last visited. Thus the node i in searching mode is steered by u i [6] as
Here, f g i is a gradient-based term and is defined as f
is velocity consensus which is given as
. In (3), the selfishness term f s i [6] is defined as
where c 1 is a positive constant. In (4), q s is the next search location of node i which should be carefully determined such that the total coverage of the AoI is maximized. Here, we adopt the technique proposed in [6] for determining q s , a spot where has not been visited by node i and its neighboring nodes for the longest time.
B. Nodes in Approaching Mode
When a target emerges within the sensing range of a node, other nearby nodes will be informed about the targets' information including its location and velocity. These informed nodes will switch from searching mode to approaching mode. Nodes will navigate along their planned paths until the distances between them and the target are within a predefined threshold θ k or they are co-located inside the same terrain patch. In this work, θ k is arbitrarily chosen as 25 m.
For nodes in approaching mode, they find time-efficient paths between their current terrain patches to the terrain patches which contain the targets according to an off-line routing table. The off-line routing table is obtained using A* algorithm on the graph G. When targets move to other terrain patches, nodes need to update the path their planned paths accordingly. Time-efficient paths obtained from the proposed path planning module will cross boundaries between adjacent terrain patches on the mobility map. To further reduce the storage required for storing way-points of the planned paths, in this paper, only those intersection points are recorded in the offline routing table. Once nodes are informed to move toward a target, they lookup their the off-line routing tables and pick the nearest intersection points as their next destinations. When a node enters a new terrain patch, it will select the next intersection point and proceeds. Nodes will therefore visit these intersection points one by one until they arrive at the same terrain patches as their targets or when they get close enough to the targets. The planned time-efficient paths connecting three nodes with a target are shown in Fig. 3 and the intersection points are labelled on those paths.
C. Nodes in Tracking Mode
When nodes are at close proximity of their targets or reach the same terrain patches as the targets, they will switch to tracking mode and begin to be controlled by flocking rules (centering, collision avoidance, and velocity matching).
Flocking algorithm can organize nodes to perform coordinated motions and keep them in small groups around the targets [5] . Node i in tracking mode is steered by u i as
Here, the navigational feedback term f t i [6] is defined as
where c 2 and c 3 are positive constants, m denotes the number of targets. In (5), q k and p k denote the location and the velocity of target k, respectively.
IV. SIMULATIONS
A. Simulation Setup
Extensive simulations were carried out to evaluate the performance of the proposed method. Target tracking properties of the proposed semi-flocking algorithm with path planning were evaluated against the semi-flocking algorithm proposed in [6] on a set of mobility maps. Each mobility map was randomly divided into 30 terrain patches. The terrain patches 978-1-5386-4881-0/18/$31.00 ©2018 IEEE 
B. Simulation Results
In the first set of simulations, there were 24 nodes and 1 target with n max = 24. Fig. 4 demonstrates two snapshots of semi-flocking algorithm with and without path planning. Without path planning, nodes move along their line-of-sight paths toward the target. Thus 9 nodes were trapped in the gray terrain patches with very low maximum allowed speed as shown in Fig. 4(a) . In contrast, all nodes navigate themselves along time-efficient paths toward the target and can successfully track the target with the help of path planning in Fig.  4(b) . Table I shows the average target tracking time. It is clear that the proposed semi-flocking algorithm [6] with path planning enables the MSN to use shorter time to track a target when comparing to that without path planning. Note that the MSN controlled by the semi-flocking algorithm without path planning failed to track a target within 60 s with 16 and 24 nodes as some nodes are trapped in slow regions.
In the next set of simulations, there are 1 target and different number of nodes ranging from 4 to 24. Fig. 5 shows that all nodes under the proposed semi-flocking with path planning are able to track the target. Nevertheless, only about 60 percent of nodes can approach the target under the control of the semi-flocking in [6] . The path planning enabled semi- 
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a path planning module is proposed for semiflocking-controlled MSNs to track dynamic targets efficiently in irregular terrains. Mobility maps are used to represent irregular terrains and an A* heuristic searching algorithm is adopted to find time-efficient paths between nodes and targets. The proposed method provides better applicability to semiflocking control in real-world scenarios. Simulation results verify the effectiveness of the proposed method against an existing semi-flocking algorithm. Future work should consider extending to fully distributed control of path planning enabled semi-flocking algorithms in complex environments.
